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Abstract

Original Research Article

In this paper, density functional theory (DFT) was applied to study the dissociation process of NH 3- and H2O-loss
reaction of the deprotonate serine ([Ser–H]–) at BHandHLYP/6-31G level. The geometric structure of the isomers,
transition states and dissociation products of [Ser–H]– was optimized. The related energy of the material was obtained
by frequency calculation, and the potential energy profile of NH 3- and H2O-loss reaction was constructed. The
possibility and direction of the reaction along different paths were discussed. It is indicated that the stable structure of
[Ser–H]– is 1d. In the NH3-loss reaction path, the optimal structure of proton serine isomer is 2j, and the dominant
channel is Path 6. The Gibbs energy of the corresponding ration-determined step is 61.88 kcal·mol-1. The optimal
structure of [Ser–H]– isomer in H2O-loss reaction is 1i, and its dominant channel is Path 7. The Gibbs activation
energy of the corresponding ration-determining step is 74.15 kcal·mol-1. It can be seen that NH3-loss reaction is easier
than H2O-loss reaction under this reaction condition.
Keywords: Deprotonate serine, reaction mechanism, H2O-loss reaction, NH3-loss reaction.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Serine is a non-charged and non-essential
ketogenic amino acid in 20 common amino acids of
protein, which can be used as a modification group of
protein [1]. The discovery of serine dates back to 1865,
when Cramer hydrolyzed the sericin component of silk
protein with sulfuric acid, then hydrolyzed it and
discovered that sweet crystals could be extracted. In
1880, Erlenmeyer proposed the crystal structure of the
sweet taste, suggesting that the structure of the
compound was α-amino-β hydroxypropionic acid [2].
Serine can be broken down into glycine and one carbon
unit. In living organisms, one carbon unit is necessary
for the synthesis of nucleotides and methylation [3],
which occurs through the production of methionine,
which is the main source of carbon units in cancer cells
[4]. From this point of view, serine is metabolically
necessary and plays an important role in some cellular
processes. Therefore, regulation of serine metabolism in
mammalian tissues is crucial for the control of methyl
transfer.
Bowie [5] investigated the cleavage of
deprotonated amino acids and peptides using fast
atomic bombardment (FAB) tandem mass spectrometry.

Piraud [6] observed deamination of [Ser−H]− in mass
spectrometry to form molecular ion fragment
[Ser−H−NH3]−. Eckersley [7] found that [Ser−H]− could
not only remove ammonia molecules to form molecular
fragment [Ser−H−NH3]−, but also remove water
molecules to form molecular fragment [Ser−H−H2O]−
by tandem mass spectrometry using FAB.
In this paper, the mechanism of NH3- and
H2O-loss reaction of [Ser−H]− was investigated at
BHandHLYP/6-31G level. The geometry of all
[Ser−H]− isomers, transition states, cleavage product
molecules and ions are optimized. By calculating the
frequency, the total electron energy, enthalpy and Gibbs
free energy of each structure and the relative total
electron energy, enthalpy change and Gibbs free energy
of each reaction path are obtained, and the potential
energy profile constituted by the reaction is constructed
accurately [8-10]. Based on the above data, the
spontaneous direction and difficulty degree of the
reaction process were discussed from the perspective of
chemical thermodynamics and kinetics respectively,
and the optimal path of [Ser−H]− cleavage could be
found. The results can provide some model support for
the cleavage mechanism of other deprotonated amino
acid ions.
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2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The geometric configurations of all reactants,
intermediates, transition states, products and dissociated
neutral molecules were obtained by using BHandHLYP
method [11-19] combined with 6-31G base set [20-22]
in corporated in the Gaussian09 program system [23].
After geometric optimization, frequency vibration
calculation is carried out to determine the geometrical
position is the minimum value (no virtual frequency) or
transition state (only one virtual frequency). In addition,
we also calculate the thermal correction of the key
stability points at the same level in geometric

optimization, and obtain their relative enthalpy of
reaction and Gibbs free energy of relative reaction.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Isomerization of [Ser−H]−
There is a chiral carbon atom based on
[Ser−H]−, and all models are left-handed deprotic
serine. The geometric structures of 46 isomers were
optimized and searched in this paper. According to the
different positions of negative charge, they can be
divided into four types. The corresponding structures
are shown in Figure 1, and the related energies are
listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Enthalpy (H, a.u.), Gibbs free energy (G, a.u.) and Relative Gibbs free energy (ΔG, in kcal·mol-1) of each
stagnation point obtained of the isomerization process of [Ser−H]−
Names H
G
ΔG
Names H
G
ΔG
-397.920672 -397.959842 2.62
-397.820358 -397.859463 65.61
1a
3c
-397.917183 -397.956633 4.63
-397.807776 -397.847617 70.36
1b
3d
-397.905303
-397.945586
8.88
-397.794440 -397.835648 80.55
1c
3e
-397.925391
-397.964014
0.00
-397.794209 -397.835153 80.86
1d
3f
-397.920573
-397.959745
2.68
-397.787847 -397.845907 74.11
1e
3g
-397.907253
-397.947402
10.42
-397.793531 -397.834267 81.42
1f
3h
-397.915184
-397.958632
3.38
-397.788912 -397.839678 78.02
1g
3i
-397.915299
-397.954491
5.98
-397.792504 -397.833448 81.93
1h
3j
-397.907251
-397.947402
7.75
-397.809188 -397.849362 71.95
1i
3k
-397.856082
-397.907091
35.72
-397.794734 -397.849757 71.70
2a
3l
-397.859802
-397.899535
40.46
-397.793504 -397.834450 81.30
2b
3m
-397.856824
-397.897695
41.62
-397.825392 -397.854013 69.03
2c
3n
-397.862990
-397.904019
37.65
-397.879075 -397.897516 41.73
2d
4a
-397.865845
-397.906784
35.91
-397.850036 -397.890352 46.22
2e
4b
-397.873230
-397.913568
31.66
-397.858873 -397.898565 41.07
2f
4c
-397.872052
-397.913237
31.86
-397.859146 -397.898328 41.22
2g
4d
-397.865143
-397.905233
36.89
-397.858059 -397.897707 41.61
2h
4e
-397.873232
-397.906572
36.05
-397.862207 -397.901779 39.05
2i
4f
-397.874382
-397.908275
34.98
-397.847305 -397.908116 35.08
2j
4g
-397.864148
-397.906228
36.26
-397.848930 -397.910062 33.86
2k
4h
-397.866084
-397.905236
36.88
-397.853634 -397.893217 41.75
2l
4i
-397.792171
-397.833146
82.12
-397.860966 -397.900471 39.87
3a
4j
-397.798124
-397.838743
78.61
-397.879071 -397.907417 35.52
3b
4k
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the four isomers of [Ser−H]−
The structures of four species (46 species in
total) of [Ser−H]− isomers are listed in Figure 1, and the
associated energies are listed in Table 1. The enthalpy
and Gibbs free energy of 1d are both the lowest, so this
structure is the most stable structure. The relative Gibbs
free energies (ΔG) of other structures is calculated by
taking 1d as the zero point.
The ΔG of species 1 (1a ~ 1i) ions are all
lower than 11 kcal·mol-1. This is because the negative
charges are all on −CO2, forming a relatively stable
CO2 anionic group. In the CO2 group, there is a
negative charge between the two oxygen atoms and the
carbon atoms, and the conjugate system formed with
the lone pair of oxygen atoms is relatively stable, so the
energy of the first isomer is relatively low.
It can be seen from Figure 1 that the negative
charges in all isomers of species 2 (2a ~ 2l) are all
located on α-C. For the negative charges on α-C cannot

form an effective conjugate region like the negative
charges on the terminal group, the energy of species 2
(31 ~ 42 kcal·mol-1) is higher than that of species 1. The
negative charge of species 3 (3a ~ 3n) is located on the
β-C atom. From the results of energy range of isomers,
it can be seen that the Gibbs free energy of species 3
(65.61 ~ 82.12 kcal·mol-1) is higher than that of species
2. The negative charge on β-C does not form an
efficient conjugate region as the negative charge on the
terminal group does, making species 3 higher in energy
than species 2 and much higher than species 1. The
position of negative charge in species 4 (4a~4k) of
ionic structure is on the hydroxyl group attached to β-C.
From the energy range of isomers, it is found that the
reaction of the fourth isomer has little difference with
Gibbs free energy (33.86 ~ 46.22 kcal·mol-1) and the
reaction of the second isomer has little difference with
Gibbs free energy (34.98 ~ 41.62 kcal·mol-1).
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3.2 NH3-loss reaction of [Ser−H]
In this section, 6 kinds of [Ser−H]− isomers
that can directly drop NH3 molecules were obtained
through optimization. The corresponding NH3-loss

reaction pathways (Paths 1 ~ 6) with dynamic barrier
activation Gibbs free energies (ΔG≠, kcal·mol-1) and
thermodynamic reaction Gibbs free energies (ΔrG,
kcal·mol-1) are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Potential energy profile of NH 3-loss reaction of [Ser−H]−
In the potential energy profile of Paths 1 ~ 6
of [Ser−H]− deamination reaction pathways given in
Figure 2, there are five methods according to different
deamination products. The first is the trans products p1
and p6 obtained by the cleavage of the [Ser−H]− ions 2j
and 2k. The second is the cis- product p2 obtained by
the cleavage of the isomer 3h. The third is the cleavage
of the isomer 1b under the experimental conditions, and
the ternary ring p3 ions including oxygen atoms are
obtained. The fourth is the ternary ring p4 ion
containing oxygen atom obtained from the cleavage of
isomer 2i. And the fifth is the ternary ring p5 ion
containing oxygen atom obtained from the cleavage of
isomer 3j.
The ΔG≠ of the transition states of the six
[Ser−H] deamination reaction pathways are Path 1
(TS4, 64.69 kcal·mol-1), Path 2 (TS12, 62.87 kcal·mol1
), Path 3 (TS10, 75.40 kcal·mol-1), Path 4 (TS50,
86.43 kcal·mol-1), Path 5 (TS59, 93.27 kcal·mol-1),
Path 6 (TS21, 61.88 kcal·mol-1). Among the six
pathways, the ΔG≠ of Path 1, Path 2 and Path 6 is
lower than 65 kcal·mol-1, while the ΔG≠ of Path 6 is the
lowest, and the ΔG≠ of the remaining three pathways is
higher than 75 kcal·mol-1. Among them, product
fragment ions obtained after deamination of Paths 3 ~ 5
are p4 (ΔrG = 27.94 kcal·mol-1, ΔrH = 42.36 kcal·mol1
), p2 (ΔrG = 23.63 kcal·mol-1, ΔrH = 38.58 kcal·mol-1)
−

and p5 (ΔrG = 45.93 kcal·mol-1, ΔrH = 60.35 kcal·mol1
), which energies is higher than the product ion p3
(ΔrG = 17.24 kcal·mol-1, ΔrH = 33.29 kcal·mol-1)
obtained by Path 1, and much higher than the products
p6 (ΔrG = 12.79 kcal·mol-1, ΔrH = 27.80 kcal·mol-1)
and p1 (ΔrG = 10.30 kcal·mol-1, ΔrH = 25.02 kcal·mol1
) of Path 6 and Path2. Therefore, the reaction products
p1 and p6 have high thermodynamic stability. Based on
the lowest ΔG≠ of TS21, the preferred NH3-loss
pathway given by theoretical study is Path 6
(1d→1b→1h→1c→2j→p6+NH3).
3.3 H2O-loss reaction of [Ser−H]−
In this section, 9 kinds of [Ser−H]− isomers
that can directly drop H2O molecules were obtained
through optimization. The corresponding NH3-loss
reaction pathways (Paths 7 ~ 15) with dynamic barrier
activation Gibbs free energies (ΔG≠, kcal·mol-1) and
thermodynamic reaction Gibbs free energies (ΔrG,
kcal·mol-1) are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
According to its isomerization process, H2Oloss reaction pathways could be divided into 4 kinds,
and the potential energy profiles are shown in Figure 3
and Figure 4 respectively. The first is a ternary ring p7
ion containing an oxygen atom obtained by the cleavage
of the isomer 1i. The second is to obtain the ternary
heterocyclic dehydrated ions p8, p9 and p15 containing
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nitrogen atoms by cracking the isomers 2i, 2h and 2j.
The third is the cleavage of the isomers 3c, 3m and 3d
to obtain the four-membered ring p12 ions containing
oxygen atoms and the ternary ring p10 and p11 ions

containing nitrogen atoms. The fourth is the ternary ring
p13 and p14 ions containing nitrogen atoms obtained
by the cleavage of isomers 4e and 4k.

Figure 3: Potential energy profile (Paths 7 ~ 10) of H2O-loss reaction of [Ser−H]−

Figure 4: Potential energy profile (Paths 11 ~ 15) of H2O-loss reaction of [Ser−H]−
The ΔG≠ of the rate-determine steps of
transition states of 9 H2O-loss pathways are Path 7
(TS13, 74.15 kcal·mol-1), Path 8 (TS26, 95.04
kcal·mol-1), Path 9 (TS28, 89.94 kcal·mol-1), Path 10
(TS24, 111.68 kcal·mol-1), Path 11 (TS46, 95.46

kcal·mol-1), Path 12 (TS48, 102.26 kcal·mol-1), Path
13 (TS47, 103.26 kcal·mol-1), Path 14 (TS53, 74.16
kcal·mol-1) and Paths 15 (TS55, 85.58 kcal·mol-1)
respectively. Among the nine paths, only Path 7, Path
14 and Path 15 have activated Gibbs free energy lower
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than 86 kcal·mol , while the remaining six dehydration
paths have activated Gibbs free energy higher than 89
kcal·mol-1. Among them, Path 7, Path 14 and Path 15
were dehydrated to obtain product fragment ion p7
(ΔrG = 15.01 kcal·mol-1, ΔrH = 26.44 kcal·mol-1), p13
(ΔrG = 20.59 kcal·mol-1, ΔrH = 34.01 kcal·mol-1) and
p14(ΔrG = 25.20 kcal·mol-1, ΔrH = 37.78 kcal·mol-1).
According to the reaction kinetics, the ΔG≠ values of
Path 7 and Path 14 are similar to each other, and both
can be carried out under the same conditions, which can
become competitive paths. Therefore, in terms of
thermodynamics, we can compare ΔrG of products,
because the product ion p7 obtained by Path 7
dehydration has the lowest energy and high
thermodynamic stability. In the final theoretical study,
the preferred H2O-loss pathway is Path 7
(1d→1b→1i→p7+H2O).

2.

3.

4.

5.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the mechanism of NH3- and
H2O-loss of [Ser−H]− was studied at BHandHLYP/631G level. The details are listed below.
1. Through the analysis of the four kinds of [Ser−H]−
isomers, it is found that the structure of the first
kind of [Ser−H]− is the most stable, and its optimal
structure is 1d..
2. According to the calculation of NH3-loss reaction
of [Ser−H]−, when the energy from the
environment can provide over 62 kcal·mol-1, NH3loss reaction will occur. The ΔG≠ of Path 6 is the
lowest, and it is the most advantageous pathway.
3. According to the calculation of H2O-loss reaction
of [Ser−H]−, when the energy from the
environment can provide over 74 kcal·mol-1, H2Oloss reaction will happen. Among the products
corresponding to the two paths in thermodynamics,
the cyclic p7 molecular ion has the lowest ΔrG,
which is the most dominant path among the H2Oloss pathways.
4. In comparison, NH3-loss is easier than H2O-loss
reaction in terms of kinetics and thermodynamics,
and Path 6 is the optimal reaction pathway for
[Ser−H]− dissociation.
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